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Pure titanium and Ti-6AI-4V were exposed at 750~ in an H2/H20/H2S
(Po2"~ 19-18 Pa and Ps2,,~10 -1 Pa), H2/H20 (Po2~ lO-IS Pa) and air
environments for up to 240 hr. The corrosion kinetics, obtained by the discontinuous gravimetric method, showed that the sulfidation/oxidation kinetics
were linear for Ti and linear-parabolic for Ti-6AI-4V in the H2/H20/H2S
environment. Both materials obeyed parabolie rate laws in the He~H20 atmosphere after a transient period, and linear-parabolic rate laws in air. After
exposure to the H2/H20/H2S atmosphere, the titanium specimen displayed a
double scale of Ti02 with an intervening TiS2film between the double-layered
scale of Ti02 and the substrate. Ti-6Al-4V also contained a double layer of
Ti02 together with a stratum consisting of Al2S3, TiSe and vanadium sulfide
at the junction of the inner Ti02 layer and substrate. Some Al203 precipitated
in the external portion of the outer Ti02 layer. Following oxidation in the lowPo2 atmosphere a double-layered oxide of Ti02 scale formed on both Ti and
Ti--6AI-4F. The scale on Ti-6A1-4V also contained an a-Al203 film situated
between the outer and inner (Ti02) layers. For both materials, multilayeredscale formation characterized air oxidation. In detail a multilayered oxide
scale of Ti02 formed on the air-oxidized Ti, while a multilayered oxide scale
with alternating layers of Al203/Ti02 developed on Ti-6Al-4V oxidized in
air.
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental degradation of Ti and Ti alloys at elevated temperatures constitutes a m a j o r technological problem threatening to limit the exploitation
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of these materials. Ti is potentially a highly reactive metal capable of forming
thermodynamically stable oxides, nitrides, carbides, and sulfides when
exposed to oxygen, air, carbonaceous, and sulfur-containing gases. Of particular significance also is its ability to dissolve large quantities of gaseous
species, a process accompanied by severe embrittlement. In general, at low
temperatures (<400~
the oxidation of Ti follows a logarithmic rate law,
while at 400-600~
a transient stage from logarithmic to parabolic or
approximately cubic oxidation is observed. The oxidation rate of Ti in air
and oxygen and other oxidizing media is typically parabolic at intermediate
temperatures (600-700~
-3 At higher temperatures breakaway-to-linear
kinetics are observed after extended exposure, a process associated with the
saturation of the metal, at the scale/metal interface, with oxygen and the
formation of a porous scale.4-7 Above 900~ the linear rate of oxidation
decreases with time] The decreasing rate has been ascribed to the formation
of a compact diffusion barrier layer within the scale caused by the sintering
and grain growth of the oxide. The oxide formed on Ti oxidized below about
1000~ in near-atmospheric oxygen pressures consists generally of multiple
layers of TiO2 (rutile)]
A large number of studies have been published concerning the oxidation
behavior of Ti-base alloys. The results derived from the oxidation of Ti-A1
binary alloys are controversial. Menzies and Stratford8 studied the oxidation
behavior of Ti-5 wt.% A1 in CO2 at 1000~ and indicated that this alloy
oxidized more rapidly than did pure titanium. However, Jenkins 9 showed
that Ti-3 wt.% A1 exposed to pure oxygen at temperatures between 750 and
900~ oxidized more slowly than did pure titanium, which was attributed
to the formation of a protective scale of alumina due to the preferential
oxidation of aluminum. Other workers ~~ ~3 also found that addition of aluminum to titanium enhanced oxidation resistance since aluminum reduced
the amount of oxygen dissolved in a-Ti; in detail it was reported ~4 that the
Solubility of oxygen in titanium was reduced from 34 at.% to 0.3 at.% at
700~ An a-A1203 layer was found near the external interface, and alumina
was distributed in distinct sublayers of variable thickness. The number of
alumina sublayers decreased with increasing temperature and above 950~
only an external alumina was identified. Other studies ~4 revealed that alumina existed near the external interface either in the alpha or gamma form.
Welsch and Kahveci 15 observed the formation of mixed oxide scales on
Ti-(26-49 at.%) A1 alloys when oxidized in dry oxygen (PQ~105 Pa)
between 600 and l l00~ These scales contained increasing amounts of
A1203, interspersed heterogeneously with TiO2 and included a predominantly A1203-rich sublayer with increasing aluminum contents. ~/-TiA1 also
formed alumina scales below ~1000~ in oxygen but developed mixed titanium and aluminum oxide scales at higher temperatures] 6 The formation of
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a protective A1203 scale on A13Ti in pure oxygen in a temperature range
800-1000~ has also been reported. 17
Some efforts have been made to promote the formation of an external
alumina layer by the addition of ternary elements. It is believed that the
ability of Ti-A1 alloys to develop a protective A1203 layer should be increased
by (1) increasing the diffusion of A1; (2) reducing the solubility and diffusion
of oxygen; and (3) decreasing or eliminating the transient periods. Accordingly, the positive effects of Nb, ~8'19Ta, Ag, 2~W, 14"2Jand Re, Mo, and Cr 21
on the oxidation behavior of Ti A1 binary alloys have been reported. Hf
had only a marginal effect whilst Ga proved to be detrimental.18 The addition
of 1.4 wt.% V was observed to prevent the formation of an A1203 barrier at
the interface of the inner and outer layers of Tin2 and the oxidation rate
increased] 9 Wallance e t al. 22 studied the oxidation behavior of Ti-25AlIONb-3V 1Mo (at.%) in air over the temperature range of 650-1000~ and
showed that additions of V and Mo did not substantially change the oxidation behavior of this alloy compared to that observed for Ti-24Al-10Nb,
but its overall oxidation rate was much lower than that for Ti~At.
The kinetics and mechanisms of the oxidation/sulfidation reaction for
Ti and Ti-base alloys have, however, not been studied extensively. In particular there is a lack of data concerning their behavior in environments comprising low-oxygen/high-sulfur partial pressures.
In this work, the sulfidation/oxidation behavior of titanium and Ti6AI-4V was studied at 750~ in an atmosphere comprising P o ~ 10-18 Pa
and Ps2~ 10-1 Pa, which is known to be extremely aggressive even for the
most sophisticated high-temperature alloys. Also, the oxidation behavior of
Ti and Ti-6AI-4V in air and low Po2 ( ~10-I8 Pa) at 750~ was investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The materials used in this program included commercially pure titanium
and Ti 6Al-4V alloy (IMI Titanium 318) supplied by IMI Titanium Ltd.
in rod form. These rods were machined to produce coupons of diameter
12.5 mm and 1.5 mm thick for use in this program. A 1-mm-diameter hole
was drilled at the edge of each sample to facilitate suspension within the
working tube~ All coupons were polished using SiC paper up to 1200 grit
followed by ultrasonic cleaning and degreasing in acetone for 30 min.
The prepared
specimens
were exposed in H2/H20/HaS
(Po2 ~ 10-18 Pa and Ps2 ~ 10-I Pa), H~/H20 (PQ ~ 10-18 Pa) and circulating
air environments at 750~ The corrosion kinetics followed by the Ti and
Ti 6A1-4V were recorded using a discontinuous gravimetric method. Highpurity hydrogen and premixed 90% H2/10% H2S mixture, which was chosen
to yield a Ps~ value of 10 1 Pa at the reaction temperature of 750~ were
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Fig. 1. Weightgainsvs. exposuretime for Ti and Ti 6A1-4Vexposedto an Hz/H20/H2S
environmentat 750~
passed through two gas bubblers, containing deionized water, held in a water
bath maintained at a constant temperature (23~ in order to achieve an
oxygen potential of 10-~8 Pa at 750~ Details of the experimental rig have
been reported elsewhere. 23-25In order to investigate the diffusion direction of
anions and cations, a marker study was carried out using E8300 conductive
platinum-based firing enamel which contained 84 wt.% Pt. The Pt paint was
brushed on the samples following drying in open air at 100~ for 30 min.
The corrosion products generated on the specimens were characterized by
means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive analysis
by X-ray (EDX) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Kinetics

Figures 1-3 show the corrosion kinetics of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V at 750~
in H2/H20/H2S, H2/H20, and air environments, respectively. It is apparent
that in the H2/H20/HzS environment the corrosion behavior of pure Ti
followed a linear rate law with a linear rate constant of 5.7 x 10.8 g/cmZ/s,
while that of Ti-6AI-4V obeyed quasi-parabolic kinetics with the corrosion
rate decreasing with exposure time. Ti-6AI-4V displayed better sulfidation/
oxidation resistance than did pure titanium. The oxidation kinetics of Ti
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Fig. 2. Weight gains vs. exposure time for Ti and Ti-6A1-4V oxidized in an H2/H20
environment at 750~
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Fig. 3. Weights gains vs. exposure time for Ti and Ti-6A1-4V oxidized in air at 750~
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and Ti-6A1-4V in the low-Po2 atmosphere (Fig. 2) obeyed strictly the parabolic rate law after an early transient period (,-~5 hr), giving Kp values of
2.9 • 10-9 gZ/cm4/s for Ti and 6.5 • 10-1~ g2/cm4/s for Ti-6A1-4V. The oxidation behavior of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V in air (Fig. 3) followed linear-parabolic
kinetics. It is also noticeable that although the oxidation resistance of Ti6AI-4V in the low-Po2 atmosphere was superior to that of pure titanium,
the additions of AI and V alloying elements were detrimental to the oxidation
resistance of Ti in air.
To summarize, the corrosion rate of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V was fastest in
the Hz/HzO environment, least in air and followed an intermediate rate in
the H2/H20/H2S atmosphere; i.e.,
high Po~ (air) > low Po2/high Ps~ > low Po2
Corrosion Products

The scale morphologies developed on Ti and Ti-6A1-4V at 750~ in
these environments showed remarkable differences. Figure 4 reveals the surface morphologies of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V after 72 hr corrosion in the three
atmospheres. In the H2/H20/HzS atmosphere used here (Figs 4a, b), a dense
and compact scale formed on Ti, while a relatively rough and compact scale
developed on Ti-6A1-4V. Only TiO2 was identified by X R D on pure titanium and TiO2 and AlzO3 on Ti-6A1-4V. In the H2/H20 atmosphere, TiO2
and AlzO3 were detected by XRD on Ti-6A1-4V at the early stages of
exposure (e.g. 5 hr). However, after prolonged exposure, X R D detected only
(dendritic) TiO/, which implied that the AlzO3 phase became buried by the
rutile scale. The oxide scale formed on Ti consisted of TiO2. Scanning electron micrographs showing the morphologies of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V exposed
to the H2/H20 atmosphere for 72 hr are included in Figs. 4c, d. The scale
on Ti-6A1-4V is characterized by a dendritic morphology which persisted
even up to the end of the experiment (240 hr). Under the air oxidation
condition (Figs 4e, f), convoluted TiO2 scales formed on the pure Ti while
flower-like products, identified by XRD as A1203, developed on Ti-6A1-4V.
It is important to point out that the AlzO3 phase was still detected on Ti6A1-4V after increasing exposure time, and the morphological features did
not significantly change with exposure period.
The cross-sectional micrographs of the corrosion products developed
on pure titanium and Ti-6AI-4V exposed to the H2/H20/HzS environment,
as illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, reveal that the scales consisted
basically of two sublayers. For pure Ti, the XRD results showed that both
the outer layer and the inner layer comprised TiO2 (futile), and no compositional nor phase differences were evident between these two layers. It has
been demonstrated by a marker study that the outer layer formed by the
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Fig. 5. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional profiles through the scale on Ti after 72 hr exposure to an H2/H20/H2S
environment at 750~

outward diffusion of titanium, while the inner layer was produced by the
inward diffusion of oxygen. As shown in Fig. 7, Pt was segregated at
the outer/inner layer interface. In addition, for pure titanium a TiS2 layer
was found to exist beneath the rutile scale, and a great deal of titanium
hydride, identified by XRD as Till2, was present in the substrate as
indicated in Fig. 5. In this environment at elevated temperature, hydrogen
was readily absorbed by the substrate and subsequently precipitated to
give a needle-like structure of Till2. In the case of Ti-6A1-4V, A1enrichment was evident in the external portion of the outer layer; i.e., a
mixture of A1203 and TiO2 was present. However, a pure TiO2 layer formed
beneath this mixed layer. A mixture of sulfides of A1, Ti, and V was detected
by EDX between the TiO2 oxide scale and the substrate. The presence of
A12S3 and TiS2 was identified by XRD. However, XRD failed to reveal any
presence of the vanadium sulfide, perhaps because of its low concentration.
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Fig. 6. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional profiles through the scale on Ti 6A1-4V after 72 hr exposure to an H2/H20/
H2S environment at 750~

Significantly, vanadium oxide was found at the interface of the outer layer
and inner layer. No titanium hydride was evident in this alloy even after
240 hr exposure.
Figure 8 depicts the EDX results from a cross section through the
surface of pure titanium after 240 hr exposure in the low-Po2 atmosphere.
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a

b
Fig. 7. Scanning electron m~crographs showing cross-sectional morphologies of Ti
and Ti-6AI 4V after exposure for 168 hr at 750~ (a) Ti and (b) Ti-6AI-4V.
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Fig. 8. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional profiles through the scale on Ti after 240 hr exposure to an H2/H20 environment at 750~

Two subscale layers comprised the oxide scale (TiO2) ; in the outer layer, a
few relatively large voids were present, while the inner layer was observed
to contain numerous small voids. The entire oxide scale was characterized
by the presence of some transverse cracks, which penetrated the substrate,
across the whole oxide scale. In addition, a large amount of Till2 was found
in the substrate after each exposure period. For Ti-6A1-4V, Al;O3 was
observed on top of the TiO2 layer after 5 hr exposure. However with increasing exposure time, a dendritic TiO2 outer layer was observed, and a continuous layer of A1203 formed between the outer and inner layers of TiO2, as
shown in Fig. 9. Evidently, vanadium oxide developed beneath the A1203
layer, but X R D failed to identify the exact vanadium oxide phase due perhaps to the very small quantities involved.
A multilayered TiO2 scale was observed on the cross section of pure
titanium after exposure in air at 750~ as shown in Fig. 10. The TiO2 scale
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Fig. 9. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional
profiles through the scale on Ti-6AI-4V after 240 hr exposure to an H2/
H20 environment at 750~

was marked by a series of cracks oriented parallel to the sample surface.
The external portion of the scale comprised numerous voids, whereas smaller
and fewer voids characterized the inner portion of the scale. Figure 11 shows
X-ray maps for Ti-6AI-4V after 240 hr air oxidation. It is apparent from
the images that a multilayered scale developed in which A1203 remained
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Fig. 1O. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional
profiles through the scale on Ti after 240 hr air oxidation at 750~

sandwiched between the TiO2 layers. A more detailed study using a range
of different exposure periods and even different reaction temperatures26
revealed that the external gas-oxide interface was always occupied by
an A1203 layer. The number of the sandwiched A1203 layers increased
with increasing exposure time. Cracks occurring at the interfaces between
A1203 and TiO2 layers indicated poor adhesion. Both Ti and Ti-6A14V showed the formation of large cracks between the oxide scale and
substrate.
It should be pointed out that the over-enhanced vanadium signal
seen in the outer layer in the vanadium-distribution maps may have been
due to the Ti~/V~o overlap in the energy dispersive X-ray spectrum. The
ratio of TiKSTixB i s k n o w n to be approximately 8.5:1 at 15 kV which
was employed in the examination, then since the Tix~ is not overlapped
by the other elements this is used as a measure of the Tix~ contribution to
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Fig. 11. Electron image and X-ray maps showing typical compositional
profiles through the scale on Ti-6AI 4V after 240 hr air oxidation at
750~

the m a p , i.e.,
Tix~ = TiKo/8.5
T h e Ti m c o n t r i b u t i o n is thus r e m o v e d f r o m the i m a g e leaving o n l y the
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VKo. It is possible, however, that this stripping routine was not complete,
resulting in an apparent vanadium signal.
DISCUSSION
For pure titanium exposed at 750~ to the H2/H20/H2S environment
used, the corrosion products comprised two TiO2 layers beneath which a
TiS2 film was identified. Similar exposure of Ti-6A1-4V to the H2/HzO/H2S
environment at 750~ promoted the formation of a double TiO~ scale beneath which a layer of primarily A12S3 existed, a-AlzO3 also precipitated in
the external portion of the outer layer of TiO2. The outer layer of TiO2
formed on both Ti and Ti-6AI-4V developed by the outward diffusion
of titanium. The formation of the inner layers can occur by two possible
mechanisms: (i) by ingress of oxygen species, molecular or anionic, directly
from the gaseous phase, 27-29or (ii) by ingress of oxygen species derived from
the dissociation of the outer layer. 3~ In the present case, the dissociative
mechanism can be ruled out because both the outer layer and the inner layer
consisted of the same phase (TiO2). Therefore the conclusion is that the
inner layer of TiO2 was formed by the ingress of oxygen species from the
bulk environment; i.e., some oxygen species diffused toward the substrate
and reacted with the titanium species from the substrate. However, it is
suggested that the outward flux of titanium was greater than the inward flux
of oxygen species since the growth of the outer layer depended on the outward migration of the titanium and furthermore the outer layer was much
thicker than the inner layer, as shown in Figs. 5 to 7.
The values of Ps2, Po2, aal, and aTi would each influence the formation
of the corrosion products. Considering the experimental results, it is assumed
that a double-layered TiO2 scale formed at the initial stages of exposure,
beneath which a TiS2 layer on Ti and a primarily AlzS3 layer on Ti-6A1-4V
developed. Then the gradients of Po2, Psi, aal, and a-a were established
across the oxide-sulfide scale. Obviously, Po2 and Ps2 decreased, while aA~
and avi increased toward the substrate. Thus, the reactions at the oxidesulfide interface for both Ti and Ti-6A1-4V can be defined by
Ti(s) + O2(g) = TiO2(s)

(1)

Ti(s)+S2(g)=TiSz(s)

(2)

2Al(1) + (3/2)Sz(g) = A12S3(s)

(3)

and

for pure titanium and

for Ti-6A1 4V.
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At the sulfide-substrate interface, reactions (2) and (3) also will occur.
For all three reactions, assuming unit activity for the reaction products,
TiO2, TiS2, and A12S3 equilibrium constants can be defined as
aTri1" Po~

(4)

K 2 = gTis2 = aTi 1 " es-21

(5)

g 3 ~-- KA12S3 : aj,~. 0-s2
-3/2

(6)

K1 = KTiO2 =

and

At the TiO2/AI2S3 interface for the Ti-6A1-4V alloy, if insufficient sulfur
species arrive from the atmosphere and a limited amount of aluminum is
transported from the substrate, then the position of the equilibrium in
reaction (3) will shift to the left with A12S3 being decomposed at the TiO2A12S3 interface. The aluminum species released will diffuse outwards and the
freed sulfur species will migrate inward.
Considering the formation of A1203,
2A1(1) + (3/2)O2(g) = A1203(s)

(7)

provided the activity of A1203 is one, the equilibrium constant for reaction
(7) will follow:
K7 KA12o3= aA~ " P o 3/2
=

(8)

At a certain point of the external part of the outer layer of TiO2, the oxygen
partial pressure will be high enough to make the equilibrium in reaction (7)
shift to the right and as a result A1203 will precipitate, as shown in Fig. 6.
At the same time the freed sulfur species will migrate inward through the
A12S3 layer to the sulfide-substrate interface where high aluminum activity
in the substrate will ensure the formation of A12S3. With progressive corrosion, the relative activities of Ti, A1, and V might be altered and Ti and V
sulfides might also be formed, as revealed in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the
dissociation of A12S3will simply move the oxide-sulfide interface inward but
not increase the thickness of the sulfide layer. Therefore, the sulfide layer
must be thickened by the ingress of sulfur species from the bulk environment.
It is expected that a similar reaction process will occur for pure titanium
giving TiSz, although it has not been possible to identify any TiO2 precipitate
produced by the reaction of oxygen species and titanium released from the
dissociation of TiS2 in the external portion of the outer layer of the TiO2.
Exposure of Ti-6A1-4V to the H2/H20 atmosphere (Po2~ 10-18 Pa)
caused a TiO2 layer to develop, this oxide being thermodynamically favored
to form due to the high titanium activity in the alloy. Subsequently, aluminum diffused outward, and an a-A1203 layer formed at the external interface
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of gas oxide. This double-layered oxide scale was observed at the early
stages of oxidation (e.g., 5 hr). Once the double-layered-oxide scale was
established, reactions (1) and (7) were possible at the A1203/TiO2 interface.
At the TiO2 layer-substrate interface, reaction (1) also occurred. Assuming
the activities of the reaction products, aA12O3and aTio2, equal to one, then
the equilibrium constants for reactions (1) and (7) can be expressed by Eqs.
(4) and (8). Owing to the formation of an A1203 layer at the external interface
of gas-oxide, the Po2 value beneath the A1203 layer will be reduced. If
insufficient titanium diffuses to this interface, the equilibrium in reaction (1)
will move to the left. If it is assumed that the values of Po2 at the A1203TiO2 interface are either 10-~8 Pa (highest possible value), which is equal to
that in the bulk atmosphere, or 10 41 Pa (lowest possible value) which is
equivalent to the dissociation partial pressure of A1203, then the minimum
aluminum activities for the formation of A1203 should be 6.6 x 10-18 or 1,
and likewise the minimum titanium activities required to form TiO2 should
be 3.7 • l0 -is or 3 x l08. In both extremes, it is obvious that the minimum
aluminum activities for the formation of A1203 are much smaller than the
minimum titanium activities for the formation of TiO2. At the Al203-TiO2
interface, the actual values of oxygen partial pressures should be more than
the dissociation partial pressure of A1203 (~10 -41 Pa) but less than the
Po2 in the bulk environment (~10 -18 Pa). Consequently, the condition at
this interface is more favorable for the formation of A1203, while TiO2 would
decompose. The released titanium then migrates outward through the A1203
layer and arrives at the external gas-oxide interface where the relatively high
oxygen partial pressure (,-d0 -~8 Pa) in the bulk environment promotes the
formation of a TiO2 layer, as revealed in Fig. 9. The freed oxygen species
from the dissociation of TiO2 are partially consumed by the formation of
the A1203 layer and partially transported to the TiO2-substrate interface
where high titanium activity in the substrate makes it possible to form TiO2.
It should be pointed out that the formation of TiO2 at the TiO2-substrate
interface is further enhanced by the ingress of the oxygen species from the'
bulk environment.
The mechanisms responsible for the oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V in air
between 650 and 850~ have been described in another paper. 26 It was
observed that a multilayered scale developed on Ti-6A1-4V oxidized in air.
TiOz and A1203 grew alternatively and A1203 remained sandwiched between
the TiO2 layers. The number of the sandwiched A1203 layers increased with
increasing temperature and exposure time. Cracks occuring at the interfaces
between the A1203 and TiO2 layers indicated poor adhesion. The formation
of large cracks between the oxide scale and substrate was observed. Here
an alternating multilayered A1203-TiO2 scale formed on Ti-6A1-4V which
provided more constraint to plastic flow than did the oxide formed on pure
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titanium and hence was more likely to form cracks between the oxide scale
and alloy substrate. In general, the cracks caused detachment of the oxide
from the substrate. Thus, the cracking tendency of the multilayered A1203TiO2 scale reduced the oxidation resistance of the alloy by rendering the
A1203 less protective. In contrast, in the H2/H20 atmosphere, the A1203
layer, situated at the interface of the outer layer and inner layers, acted as
a diffusion barrier slowing down the outward migration of titanium and
inward diffusion of the oxygen species and thereby promoted superior oxidation resistance compared to pure titanium. In the sulfur-oxygen environment, the formation of A1203 in the external portion of the outer layer, to
some extent, inhibited the diffusion of the reactants. Furthermore, the gradual development of vanadium sulfide significantly influenced the corrosion
resistance. The positive effect of vanadium on the sulfidation behavior has
been widely reported. 24'25'33'34
It is also noted that the sulfidation-oxidation rates for titanium and
Ti-6AI-4V in the H2/H20/H2S environment were slower than the corresponding oxidation rates in H2/H20, despite the oxygen partial pressures
being identical (P02~ 10-~8 Pa). The presence of H;S in the atmosphere
probably poisoned the TiO2 nucleation sites and reduced the number of
TiO2 nuclei at the early stages of corrosion, and as a result a relatively low
corrosion rate was observed. On the other hand, the low parabolic sulfidation constant of Ti (~10 -la g2/cm4/s)33 did not make a significant contribution to the total corrosion rate. Sulfur in the form of H2S at low
concentrations (<100 ppm) is commonly added to carburizing
environments35 to reduce the carburization rate. Grabke et aI. 36 fotind that
the rate of carburization in H2/CH4 decreased with increasing sulfur activity
(H2S content) of the gas mixture below a critical sulfur activity at which
sulfidation became the major corrosion problem. It is thought that H2S may
have a similar effect in the H2/H20 atmospheres. These observations support
the conclusion concerning the lower sulfidation-oxidation rate of Ti and Ti6A1-4V in H 2 / H 2 0 / H 2 S than in H2/H20.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Oxidation of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V in air followed linear-parabolic
kinetics and the Ti-6AI-4V oxidized faster than pure titanium.
2. Oxidation of Ti and Ti-6A1 4V in the H2/H20 (Po2~ 10-18 Pa)
atmosphere followed a parabolic rate law after a transient period and Ti6Al-4V oxidized slower than pure titanium.
3. In the H2/H20/H2S (Po2~ 10-18 Pa and Ps2~ 10-1 Pa) environment
Ti followed a linear rate law, while Ti-6A1 4V obeyed a linear-parabolic
rate law. Additions of A1 and V enhanced the corrosion resistance.
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4. For each exposure period (up to 240 hr) used in this study, the fastest
corrosion rate was observed in the H2/H20 environment and the slowest
corrosion rate was recorded in air. The corrosion rate of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V
can be ranked as: air < H2/H20/H2S < Hz/H20.
5. A multilayered-oxide scale of TiO2 typified Ti oxidized in air,
whereas a multilayered-oxide scale with alternating layers of A1203/TiO2
characterized Ti-6A1-4V oxidized in air.
6. A double-layered-oxide (TiO2) scale was identified on oxidized Ti in
the low-Po2 atmosphere, and an a-A1203 layer was also detected between
the outer layer and inner layer of TiO2 for Ti-6A1-4V.
7. In the H2/H20/HzS atmosphere the corrosion products generated
on pure titanium were characterized by a double-layered-oxide scale of TiO2
beneath which a TiS2 layer was observed. For Ti-6A1-4V, a-A1203 had
precipitated in the external portion of the outer TiO2 layer, and a layer of
A12S3, TiS2, and vanadium sulfide was found underlying the inner TiO2
layer.
8. On exposure of Ti and Ti-6A1-4V to the H2/H20/H2S atmosphere
H2S poisoned the TiO2 nucleation sites. This, together with the low-sulfidation parabolic rate constant for Ti, reduced the corrosion rate at the early
stages of exposure. However, H2S accelerated the corrosion rate after prolonged exposure.
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